Altered responses of chondrocytes to nanophase PLGA/nanophase titania composites.
Chondrocyte (cartilage-synthesizing cells) cell density and synthesis of select intracellular proteins by chondrocytes were investigated on novel nanophase poly-lactic/glycolic acid (PLGA) and titania composites in the present in vitro study. Nanophase PLGA films were created by chemically treating conventional (or micron-structured) PLGA films with 10N NaOH for 1h. Titania particle dimensions in ceramic compacts were controlled by utilizing either conventional (i.e., micron) or nanometer grain size titania. Composites of either conventional or nanophase PLGA with either conventional or nanophase titania at 70/30wt% were also created. Compared to surfaces with a conventional or micron topography, results provided the first evidence of stagnant confluent cell densities on nanostructured surfaces at time points between 1 and 7 days. Moreover, compared to surfaces with a conventional topography, increased chondrocyte intracellular synthesis of alkaline phosphatase and chondrocyte expressed protein-68 (proteins that have been correlated with the functions of chondrocytes) were observed on nanophase PLGA/nanophase titania composites. The present study, thus, provided the first evidence of different chondrocyte responses to nanostructured PLGA/nanophase titania composites; in light of other reports demonstrating increased functions of bone cells on the same materials, such data indicates that further investigation of these materials at the bone-cartilage interface should be conducted.